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2 in every 5 people in our community will hear the words “you have cancer”. These words are life-

changing. They turn your world upside down.   

You worry about what is going to happen to you, and to those closest to you. 

 

You try to find the words to tell your loved ones that you have cancer – a disease that could one day claim 

your life. You worry how your family is going to react to the news, and how you will be able to cope 

financially while you are undergoing treatment. You have questions, endless questions, and you are 

constantly searching for answers. You need to talk to someone who understands and can help you find 

those answers you desperately need. You need to know that you’re not alone.  

 

These fears and feelings are all too common in our community. Thanks to you, the Ottawa Regional Cancer 

Foundation’s Cancer Coaches are here for all of those people who are affected by a cancer diagnosis.  

One of those individuals is Beverley.  

 

On October 21, 2013 her family’s lives changed forever – her husband 

Brian was diagnosed with a massive brain tumor and was given 12-15 

months to live.  

 

“I was just breathless. I felt I couldn’t carry on,” explained Beverley, 

who watched her husband of 42 years battle for his life. “We didn’t 

know what to say to each other, or what to do.” 

 

During Brian’s treatment, Beverley reached out to the Ottawa 

Regional Cancer Foundation and registered for Cancer Coaching. 

From that moment on she was able to change her family’s cancer 

experience for the better.  

 

“Going to the Ottawa Regional Cancer Foundation was a lifeline for 

me and for my whole family. It saved me, it’s saving my family.” 

 

Please take a moment to watch Beverley's inspiring story. 

 

 

 

 

 

CANCER COACHING REPORT 2015 

“The Ottawa Regional Cancer Foundation was a place where I was able to breathe. My husband and our daughters  

noticed a huge difference in me, and my behaviour. I was walking taller and a little more confident  

about the care and what we could do – the positivity. I couldn’t have done that without Coaching.” – Beverley, Caregiver 

https://10848.thankyou4caring.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.youtube.com%2fwatch%3fv%3d3EnQbsqT65w%26feature%3dyoutu.be&srcid=356&srctid=1&erid=196910&trid=7620d978-8dfd-4ace-b86b-f16d251948ff


 
      

           

Brian and Beverley are just two of the thousands of people in our community who are dealing with 

daunting questions and new realities after a cancer diagnosis. Because of you, the Ottawa Regional Cancer 

Foundation has been able to make incredible strides to improve the cancer experience for our family, 

friends and neighbours.  

 

Our Coaches help individuals and families better understand the diagnosis and treatment options, help 

them cope with side effects and other symptoms, manage lifestyle changes, connect them with resources 

in the community, manage return to work issues, provide emotional and spiritual support, deal with 

bereavement and provide support to caregivers. 

 

Cancer Coaching by the Numbers 

 

We are proud of our partnership with you and are excited to share our successes to date. 

    

                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Power of Cancer Coaching 

 

Additionally, your support has and will continue to help families take charge after a cancer diagnosis.  

 

Here’s what clients have to say about their Cancer Coaching experience: 

 

 93% agree that they are in a better position to keep themselves healthy 

 91% agree that they are better able to cope with life 

 90% agree that they are more confident that they can do something about their 

cancer and wellbeing 
(Source: Cancer Coaching Client Patient Satisfaction Survey; August 2014) 

 

These successes could not have been achieved without your support. You are the reason we are able to 

help change the cancer experience for our loved ones in the community. THANK YOU! 

2,000 families helped 

to date through 

 Cancer Coaching 

446 new Cancer 

Coaching clients 

1,079 Cancer 
Coaching 

Appointments 

 
1,198 Hours of 

Health & Wellness 
Programs 

 

1,134 Referrals to 
Community 
Resources 

1,667 Cancer 
Coaching Hours 

 



  

 

How your support of the Ottawa Regional Cancer 
Foundation has had an impact on 

BREAST HEALTH in our community 

Presented with gratitude to the dedicated sponsors of 

Bust a Move 



         
 
 

 

A LIFE-GIVING IMPACT 
 
Imagine those in your community diagnosed with breast cancer could live longer lives because of the 
treatments coming out of the latest clinical trials and research. Imagine they could live better lives, filled with a 
sense of control and empowerment. 
 
That’s where we are, and it’s because of you. Your support of breast health through the Ottawa Regional Cancer 
Foundation is having a huge impact on our community. We see it every day, and we’d love to share with you 
what your generosity has achieved. 
 
 
 

You helped fund a GROUND-BREAKING TRIAL for breast cancer  
 
A new drug in the treatment of certain breast 
cancers was recently tested in a clinical trial 
here in Ottawa, made possible in part by YOU. 
The ground-breaking Paloma-3 clinical trial 
“brings the treatment of metastatic breast 
cancer which is estrogen dependent a significant 
step forward,” explains Dr. Shailendra Verma, 
oncologist and lead investigator for the Ottawa 
trial. 
 
For almost 10 years there have been no major 
advances in the treatment of estrogen-
dependent metastatic breast cancer. This 
subtype is the most common form of breast 
cancer that has metastasized, or spread beyond 
the breast, and it depends on estrogen for 
growth. A number of newer agents are now 
being tested that target specific growth 
pathways of the cancer. Palbociclib is one such 
treatment and it was tested in the Paloma-3 
clinical trial.  
 
The study was completed early and based on 
the positive results, it’s anticipated that 
palbociclib will become part of standard 
therapy protocols for this subtype of breast 
cancer. Dr. Verma expects it will be available as 
a treatment option for patients in Ottawa in the 
very near future. 

  



 
      

           

You’ve given Toni McVeigh MORE TIME WITH HER LOVED ONES 
 
Five years following a bilateral mastectomy, Toni McVeigh developed a persistent and hard to treat cough. Her 
doctors made a frightening discovery: her breast cancer had spread to her lungs and liver.  
 
Not long after Toni developed eye problems. There was a tumour in her eye. An MRI found that the cancer had 
spread to her brain. A bone scan detected more cancer. The cancer in her body was gaining the upper hand and 
Toni was running out of treatment options. That’s when she decided to try clinical trials.  
 
“I joined the Paloma-3 trial in March 2014. It’s actually my third time on a trial.” Toni was one of seven women 
in Ottawa who took part in the groundbreaking Paloma-3 clinical trial under lead investigator Dr. Shailendra 
Verma.  

 
“My doctors said I responded well to the drugs.” Respond well she did. Today, Toni’s doctor reports that the 
tumours have shrunk back to the point where they are now “hard to see.” 
 
It’s your support that made the Paloma-3 trial possible here in Ottawa. Your generosity has given women facing 
metastatic breast cancer access to new therapies and hope—hope for Toni, and hope for her loved ones.  
 
“My oncologist, Dr. Clemons, calls me the ‘Miracle Lady’. I guess I am.” 
 
Toni has been given a new lease on life, surrounded by her husband, Bryan, their two grown sons…and her 
grandson. “I still golf and spend much of my time at the cottage enjoying the lake, that is, until the snow flies. 
And I’m just so grateful to be able to spend time with my grandson.” 
 
On behalf of Toni, her family, and all who will soon have access to this new standard treatment: THANK YOU! 
 

I’m just so grateful to be able to spend time 
with my grandson. “ 

” 



 
      

           

A HEARTFELT THANK YOU from Cancer Coach Patti Barrett-Robillard 

 
I’ve seen hundreds of people as a Cancer Coach, many of them facing breast 
cancer. Their stories, needs, goals and fears are as unique as they are. Some 
clients want to work on exercise and nutrition. Others are struggling with 
anxiety and are looking for help with managing their stress. Many others are 
looking for a safe place where they can ask questions and discuss their 
options. 
 
We take a holistic approach. We help people do deep breathing and 
meditation and we explore together what they can do to cope with the stress 
of a cancer diagnosis. We help them find the information they need to make 
decisions that are right for them. We also support the caregivers so they in 
turn can continue to support their loved one. 
  
Every day, my colleagues and I see the difference Cancer Coaching makes in 
the lives of our clients. We are so grateful for your generosity, for being a 
caring friend. After all, it’s your support for the Cancer Foundation that helps 
make that happen. 
 
So I wanted to take this opportunity to say THANK YOU, truly and sincerely, 
because you really are changing lives for the better. 
 

 

Every day, my colleagues and I see the 
difference Cancer Coaching makes in the lives 

of our clients. 

“ 
” 

What clients are saying about the 

IMPACT of Cancer Coaching 

93% 
“I’m in a better position to keep myself healthy” 

“I’m better able to cope with my life” 

“I’m more confident I can do something about my cancer and my wellbeing” 

91% 

90% 

THANK YOU! 



  

 

 

Presented with gratitude to the dedicated sponsors of the 

Ultimate Run 

How your support of the Ottawa Regional Cancer 
Foundation has had an impact on 

MEN’S CANCERS in our community 



         
 
 

 

A LIFE-GIVING IMPACT 
 
Imagine the men in your community diagnosed with cancer could live longer lives because of the treatments 
coming out of the latest surgical methods and research. Imagine they could live better lives, filled with a sense 
of control and empowerment. 
 
That’s where we are, and it’s because of you. Your support of men’s cancers through the Ottawa Regional 
Cancer Foundation is having a huge impact on our community. We see it every day, and we’d love to share with 
you what your generosity has achieved. 
 
 
 

You’ve brought to Ottawa WORLD-CLASS CANCER SURGERY 
 
Since the da Vinci Surgical System came to the 
Ottawa Hospital three years ago, 450 expected 
cancer surgeries turned into 800 surgeries. 
That’s almost twice the number of loved ones 
in our region who benefitted from world-class 
surgery. 
 
YOU made that possible. By helping to fund 
the purchase of the da Vinci surgical robot, 
you ensured a shorter, easier journey for 
those facing prostate cancer in our 
community. Better yet, it’s also helping those 
with gynecological, head, and neck cancers. 
 
Manipulated by a surgeon, who sits close to 
the patient, the system facilitates minimally 
invasive surgeries. That means patients feel 
less pain, lose less blood, and go home 
sooner. In fact, since the system has come to 
the Ottawa Hospital, patients have benefitted 
from a dramatic drop in blood transfusions and 
hospital stays, which are now 75% shorter, 
down from 4 days to just 1. 
 
With all this success, more surgeons have now been trained to use the da Vinci so more people can face their 
cancer in a way that’s less painful and less disruptive. Because of you, hundreds of cancer survivors in our 
region got back to their lives and their families sooner and healthier – what a difference that makes! 
 
 
 

  

 



 
      

           

You help men like Jonathan FIND THE SUPPORT THEY NEED 
 
At 54, Jonathan Ferrabee isn’t overweight. He doesn’t smoke, drinks alcohol only occasionally, never gets sick, 
has a high fibre diet, bikes to work and has a happy family life.  
 
So why, at the age of 50, was he diagnosed 
with advanced colon cancer? 
 
It’s a fair question, and Jonathan thinks he now 
knows part of the answer. After diagnosis, he 
discovered both his grandfathers had died from 
colon cancer. Jonathan’s own father, knowing 
the history, went in for early detection 
colonoscopies and had suspicious polyps cut 
away. Yet he never passed that crucial 
information on to his own son. 
 
A big part of the problem, says Jonathan, may 
stem from the way men communicate. “Men go 
it alone rather than engage,” he says. In fact, 
nearly 20 percent of Canadian men don’t have a 
regular doctor, compared to just 11 percent of 
women. That means building awareness and 
open conversation through events like the 
Ultimate Run is critical to increase men’s 
cancer screening and early detection. 
 
But Jonathan takes it a step further: men not 
only need regular check ups, he says, they also need to seek out support. “I was the opposite of the guy who 
never bothered going to the doctor. I didn’t ignore my health issues.” 

 
Following diagnosis, Jonathan found that extra support and guidance he needed in Cancer Coaching, which 
focused on his physical, informational, emotional and spiritual needs as he went through two rounds of chemo, 
radiation, and an eight-hour surgery. 
 
Back in full health and back in his role as senior exhibit designer at the Canadian Museum of Nature, Jonathan 
reflects on his experience with Cancer Coaching: “There’s a lot of value to be gained in not just managing 
treatment,” he says, “but learning what there is to know about yourself, too.” 
 
On behalf of Jonathan, and all our loved ones who benefitted from Cancer Coaching: THANK YOU! 
 
 
 

Men go it alone, rather than engage. “ ” 
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